
The Name Label Company ONCE Iron On Name Labels

PRODUCT: The Name Label Company ONCE Iron On Name Labels ( www.namelabelco.com )

  

DESCRIPTION: A pack of made-to-order iron on name labels, made from fabric nylon material,
which need a single heat application to secure to clothing. Available in a choice of text fonts,
colours, images and quantity sizes. Label size is 46mm x 12mm. 

  

GOOD POINTS: As a parent to three children, I'm always on the lookout for ways to make life
that little bit easier, and so with three lots of clothing to label up for school and nursery, I jumped
at the chance to road-test the new ONCE Iron On Name Labels from The Name Label
Company.

  

I've previously tried other branded iron on labels with little success, and sew-on labels can be
time consuming (particularly if like me, sewing doesn't come that naturally), so I was keen to
find something which would be quick and easy to apply, as well as offering long-lasting
quality....and I wasn't disappointed!
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http://www.namelabelco.com


The Name Label Company ONCE Iron On Name Labels

These made-to-order labels are made from a very durable white nylon material, with a roundededge and a sticky backing to enable you to lightly secure the label onto the item of clothingwithout having to hold it in place while you reach for the iron! They are also a good size, offeringup to two lines of text (maximum of 19 characters per line) to enable you to fit in all the lettersyou need...including any important information on allergies that your child may have.   What's more, these labels are fun, with a really lovely range of unique simple images (over 50)to choose from - these sit to the left of the text - including footballs, stars, dinosaurs, snakes,butterflies, hearts, even allergy related icons. The print quality is really good, with clearly definedlettering and not a smudge in sight, and there is also a choice of text styles and colours to suitall preferences.  The best feature of the ONCE labels has to be their usability. They are incredibly easy to applyto clothing, and 

(as the name suggests) they need only one application of heat from the iron, thereby sealingthem to the clothing in just a few seconds - this compares favourably to regular iron on labelswhich can take much longer to apply! The result is a neat looking and very secure label, whichcan be placed discretely anywhere on the item of clothing and has no raised edges which maybe irritating or uncomfortable on the skin. All the instructions you need for application arehandily printed on the label backing.  The long-term effects of washing on the label could not be tested within the time constraints ofthe review, however the general high quality of the product would indicate that they are likely tolast a good while.   Overall, I was surprisingly impressed by the labels which I have found to be well designed,practical and fun, and the website is very self-explanatory and easy to order from....happylabelling everyone!  BAD POINTS: None that we can find!  PRICE: £9.99 for pack of 48 labels; £11.99 for pack of 72 labels; £17.99 for pack of 144 labels.    Click here  to go to all product reviews  Click here  to go to all articles    
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